
84% Repeat Purchase Rate!  
Stand Out with Our Items and Know-how



Why We Offer Our Expertise and Products
30 years of concrete repair expertise

Our unique products and expertise can significantly enhance your concrete 
repair operations and contribute to your business growth.


With 30 years of experience, we’ve honed unparalleled expertise and 
developed innovative products that stand out in the industry. We’re dedicated 
to offering these solutions to construction professionals and investers involved 
in concrete work worldwide through our new "Partnership Agreement."


Building a Better Future, Together 

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

WADA	TRADING	CO.,	LTD.
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Transfer of Manufacturing and Sales Rights

Unparalleled know-how and unique products distinguishing us from the competitors
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Benefits You Get



　Issues at concrete repair sites
At many concrete repair sites, it has been considered impossible to make repair marks inconspicuous.

02 Why Customers Choose Our Products



　How do we solve it?
Our uniquely developed products can solve these problems.



With conventional products, repair marks become 
noticeable when they are exposed to rain.
However, our products are designed to ensure that you don't 
have to worry about such issues.

Wet appearance test comparison images



　Differentiated products for a competitive edge



Sales Performance for 2023 

28,592,773 JPY

※This is a screenshot of the management screen of our e-commerce site.

※EC sales only. Sales at other sites 
and seminars are not included.

※Repeat rate 82%

03 Sales Results



Sales performance trends over the past 5 years
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※2020 and 2021 were affected by the coronavirus

※EC sales only. Sales at other sites 
and seminars are not included.



The Customer Journey to Purchase



04 Product Cost



05 Partnership Details
　Partnership benefits



　Partnership details



　Provide all promotional materials



Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions 
about the contract. 

We can provide details on sales amount, royalty fees, 
etc., tailored to your country.

06 Contact us

info@con-rep.com

mailto:info@con-rep.com


07 Conclusion

WADA	TRADING	CO.,	LTD.


